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A VPN should be secure and support data sharing; it should prevent communication between sites that are not in the same VPN. One way to do this is to ensure that VPNs have their own routing tables in the PE router, so a customer's site that belongs to a VPN can only access the set of routes
contained in this routing table. Each PE router supports a number of separate breaking tables known as VRF tables (VPN Routing and Forwarding instance), and each site (i.e. each PE interface or interface connected to a CE device) must be displayed on one of these VRF tables. The VRF table does
not necessarily correspond to a specific VPN. Its goal is to conduct routes that are available for a specific site connected to the PE device. If the site is in multiple VPNs, the VRF table associated with that site contains routes in all VPNs of which it is a member. By default, the IP service activator
automatically generates the name of the VRF table for a specific site and route Distinguisher (RD) for each VPN participating site. In a typical MPLS setting, VPN RD identifies the site unequivocally. However, you can override the DEFAULT IP Activator IP service by pointing out at the VPN level that the
same name of the VRF table and RD number applies to all sites that participate in VPN. You can choose whether to use IP service activation values or to give your own name for the VRF table and/or RD number. Sites participating in VPNs must be installed to inherit VRF-RD data from a VPN. The site
can be set to inherit VRF/RD details and be a member of more than one VPN that identifies VPN-wide VRF/RD details. In this situation, the default IP activation behavior is to create VRF/RD parts for the site to avoid conflict. However, you can specify, in cases where the site inherits VPN-wide VRF/RD
details from multiple VPNs, custom details specified at the site level are used instead. The IP service activator allows you to determine the name of the VRF and RD table. You can: Point out that the same name of the VRF table and/or RD is used by all sites in VPN. You can choose whether to accept
identifiers generated by an IP service activator or create user-defined identifiers. Please indicate that each site has a manually defined name for the VRF and/or RD table. Using a single RD number for all sites in a VPN is only suitable if the site belongs to one VPN intranet. If a site can become a
member of a VPN extranet in the future, this method is not recommended. Point out that if a site is a member of only one VPN, its name is a VRF table and RD are derived from a VPN and if the site is part of more than one VPN, its name VRF and RD are manually defined at the site level. For more
information, see VRF Reduction helps minimize the use of the device's resources. From a logical point of view, everyone map tables on the interface on the site (except for the interface of less VRFs). However, having a VRF table for each PE interface on the site will create scalability problems on the
router. Therefore, if multiple VRF tables contain exactly the same routing information (for example, if one site connects to two interfaces, or there are two sites that are members of the same VPN) and the routing protocol behavior is identical or compatible between them, activating IP Service usually
reduces them to only one VRF table to minimize resource usage. This is known as VRF abbreviation. The IP Service activator uses a variety of methods to do this process, depending on whether you're using the system generated or manually using the names of VRF tables. Where VRF table system
names are used, VRF abbreviation depends on the site's rd number. Sites with lower RD numbers take precedence over sites with higher RD numbers. Please note that there is no reduction within the VRF network processor on sites with different RD numbers. Where user-defined VRF table names are
used, the IP service activator shortens VRF based on table names. If you use user-defined VRF table names, VR files can only be reduced to other PDFs that have matching table names. When a new VRF request is sent to the device driver, the driver first tries to reduce the VRF table to the existing VRF
activator provided by VRF. If this is not possible, a new VRF is provided. For multiple simultaneous requests to create a VRF table, the driver evaluates the request in order to increase the number of site RD (for system names of VRF tables) or in order to sort ASCII VRF table names (for user-defined
VRF table names). You can override the reuse of VRF by pointing out that certain interfaces should always have their own VRF table. You can also point out that other VRF tables can be combined with this VRF table by selecting Shareable VRF. If the new VRF has a set of Force Install attributes, it
ensures that the VRF table will be created for your chosen site, but it will not be reduced to other VRFs. As a result, in some cases, the same VRF tables may be set up on the device. This attribute is installed on the site's VRF properties page by selecting Force Install from the VRF table reuse panel.
There will be no force installed by default. Using Force Install also ensures that the interface/SiteAddress is the first in its VRF. Once Force Install is selected, you can additionally select Shareable. If shareable is enabled, other VRF tables can be combined with VRF. By shareable will not be installed.
Shareable is selected only if the site is also equipped with a power installation. If VPN attributes or routing protocol attributes don't match or incompatible, no abbreviation is made. When VRF originally created, a site that sparked the creation of a new VRF known as the VRF master site and VRF known
as the VRF Master. (This is a conceptual designation and is not reflected in the IP service activation client in any way.) If other VRF tables are reduced in this VRF, there is a dependency on the VRF master. If the VRF master site is taken out of the VPN, the VRF master is de-reserved. All other interfaces
are reduced to the newly created VRF master. Accordingly, one of the interface sites in VPN will become the new VRF master site for the new VRF master. If the VRF master site changes so that its VRF (VRF master) is no longer compatible with the other VRF tables that are brought together, the
interfaces of other sites are removed from the VRF master before the VRF master is modified to reflect the new properties of the VRF master site. Remote interfaces are reduced to the newly created VRF. Again, one of these interface sites will become the new vrF master site for this new VRF master
according to the logic explained above. During re-preparation, which occurs as a result of any of the above scenarios, interfaces translated to the new VRF temporarily lose connectivity and cause routing to reconnect. During vrF cuts, the network processor and Cisco Device Driver send a team alias to
track which sites use the recently abbreviated VRF on the router. This information can help determine which site is a VRF master site, so you can guarantee that the VRF master is not being removed when there are still sites reduced to it. Usually, when the settings delivered to a particular site match up
with another site in the same VPN, the reduction of VRF occurs in the VRF master. The VRF master is saved, and other PDF files that have been cut are removed because they are redundant. The device driver and network processor will try to keep the configuration for already stored VR files on the
device in cases where the implementation of VRF reductions can potentially lead to the hustle and soul of the network. When you change the actual setting on the combined VRF, the PDF files are un-carbonable. After that, VRF will no longer shrink in line with the configuration preservation concepts
described above. (If there is a need to combine VRF sites again, you can untie the sites and link them back.) There are some exceptions to this: with the device driver, changing card import/export cards on multiple sites to the same name on the network processor, changing the generated RD to the user
RD, and conversely In both of these cases, non-reduced VRFs are reduced to a total VRF. There are a number of parameters that do not affect the behavior of the reduction - in particular, when the route redistribution protocols and static routes coincide between the VRF. The following do not affect the
behavior of VRF reduction RIP Properties, including routes, OSPF OSPF Passive Interface including the distribution filter, Cost EBGP: Neighboring Data Static Routes In general commands that are not part of the actual VRF configuration commands on the device do not change the behavior of vrF
reduction. In addition to configuration options, the orthogonal combination of parameters does not stop VRF from declining. Consider a scenario in which you have two sites with different routing protocols applied, EIGRP on one and OSPF on the other. These sites will be reduced to a single VRF,
provided that all other parameters are equal. However, if two sites have the same routing protocols but have different routing parameters, they do not decrease. An example of this is two sites configured to use OSPF, but with different SpfThrottling values. In the IP service Activator, the default VPN
topology is completely mesh. This can be changed as needed. The behavior of VRF reduction in the hub and topology is identical to that of Cisco Cartridge and Cisco device driver. However, there is a difference in behavior when the topology is changed. Table 1-1 shows VRF reduction behavior for both
Cisco Cartridge and Cisco device driver for original and targeted topology. Target columns show the altered behavior of the Cisco cartridge and the driver of the Cisco device when the topology is changed to target topology from the topology of the source. The table shows that the behavior between Cisco
Cartridge and the Cisco device driver changes when the topology changes from the hub and speaks to Mesh. Table 1-1 VRF Behavioral Reduction for Cisco Cartridge and Cisco Driver Driver Source Topology Topology Cartridge Behavior Source Topology Cisco Driver Behavior Target Topolgy Cisco
Cartridge Behavior Target Topology Device Cisco Driver Behavior Mesh Reduction Hub and Said No Reduction No Reduction No. several spokes No Reduction No Reduction Mesh No Reduction Mesh N/A N/A Multiple hubs, multipls spokes Reduction among node sites, a separate VRF for each
representative reduction among node sites, a separate VRF for each spoke of several hubs, several spokes N/A N/A Mesh Reduction among node sites, a separate VRF for each recall of the abbreviation of the IP service. The interface-less VPN site is a VRF model on a router where no interface points
to VRF. For more information about the interface without VRFs and sites, see IP Service Activator Online Help. Service app points When creating a site without an interface and a VRF object called a service app point, is modeled in the background and connected to the Site. Service Application Point
behaves similarly to the interface (and plays the role of Access for the purpose of supporting a site without an interface and VRF), but it does not and we don't modify it through the graphical interface. PE PE device access points for the site to represent the service hotspot. The service points are on
display in EOM and are available through the OSS Integration Manager interface. Read more about this in the Activator OSS IP integration guide. Create a site without an interface and VRF to create an interface without VRF, first create a VPN site. Then drag the entire PE device to the site as you would
normally have an interface. This creates a service app point and forces the PE symbol to appear in the Site Access Folder to represent it. (See below). Once created, the site can participate in a VPN similar to a site with an attached interface. The router-id attribute is available on the site's dialog field, the
VRF property page. This attribute is used to enable OSPF routing on the device, becoming an OSPF router ID. The router-id attribute can only be configured on Cisco, Alcatel, and Brocade devices. The router ID can be installed on VRF regardless of the routing protocol chosen for the site. However, if
OSPF or EBGP is selected as a routing protocol, you must install a router ID or return the bug. This error indicates that SiteAddress requires a router ID. When a VPN is committed, the device driver tries to reduce the number of VRFs. During this process, the Activator IP service ignores all of the router-ID
properties except for one thing: the choice of router-ID, as mentioned below. Once the VRF has been reduced, it is created on the device. Before installing the router-id option in VRF, the driver creates a loopback interface and links it to VRF. The corresponding IP address will also be installed on this
newly created loopback interface. If VRF is originally created for a single interface, this interface/SiteAddress will remain labeled as rsquor;the one that contains the router-id for the duration of this VRF, regardless of the number of interfaces that are subsequently added to it. The router-ID can be added, if
desired, to the first interface connected (and perfect) to VRF. Using Force Install also ensures that the interface/SiteAddress is the first in its VRF. See VRF Options: Installation of Power and General. If loopback interfaces aren't filtered in the detection process, subsequent device re-openings can find
newly created loopback interfaces and display them in the client. Don't try to use them. Some operations, such as installing a specific VRF name, route differention, or DHCP Helper on SiteAddress, may force VRF to rsquor;split. In this case, the router-id requirements can no longer be met for the target
configuration. Returns bug indicating which SiteAddresses dresses require an additional ID If you want to see a customer's CE devices, such as qoS or measurements on CE devices, you should set up VPN management provides connectivity to CE or shadow devices and avoids potential loss of
connectivity. Figure 1-4 illustrates the management of the VPN using a hub and spoken topology. In the ACTIVATOR IP service VPN is always associated with the object of the client. One method is to create a client called Rsquor; Management and the creation of VPN management under that. Then
create a rsquor;real client that displays for a real customer, and create a hub and spoke or fully netted VPN. For more information about VPN VPN creation, read VpN Management and Customer Settings. Activator's IP service policy management features allow you to apply quality service (AIA)
throughout the VPN. Network traffic can be divided into separate service classes and quality service performance can be identified in accordance with customer service level contracts. For more information, see Measurement can also be applied to a VPN using a service agent (SAA). SAA is Cisco
technology that allows measurements to be applied to point connections in MPLS VPNs or VPNs only for measurement. In a VPN, devices are only grouped to measure for the purpose of measuring. For more information, see the Guide. mpls vpn configuration guide pdf. juniper mpls vpn configuration
guide. ios xr mpls vpn configuration guide. cisco mpls vpn configuration guide pdf
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